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AMERICASMART HOME
Décor, Rug, Furnishings & More



BEDDING SURYA.COMLIGHTINGACCENT FURNITURE WALL DECORTHROWSPILLOWS RUGS

Pulling a room together just got easier.
With the industry’s largest inventory of trend forward coordinating accessories, 
tailored service and support, and easy online order management, you can get  
exactly what your customer needs, fast. 

BUILDING 1 |  11-A-1 
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MORSE
CODE

Imprecise and a bit whimsical, dots and dashes are making
a bold style statement, especially showcasing black against

a white background. Mirroring a strong trend in fashion,
this look is “spot on” in home settings as well.

Annie Selke

A&B Home

Arcadia Home
Made Goods
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IMAX

Surya Melrose International

Soicher Marin

Made Goods
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Mr. Brown London

Sea Stones

Blue Ocean Traders

Fun and funky, ’70s-inspired styles are bringing groovy fun to interiors.
The colors, the lines, the patterns and the vibe represent the next
iteration of mid-century modern, creating an overall style that feels
slightly familiar and nostalgic, but simultaneously current and fresh.

RETROREDUX
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Tripar International

Surya

Surya
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A style direction in their own right, gingham and 
buffalo plaid (especially black and white) also function 

nicely as a ground for other colors and patterns, 
making them ideal for use in home spaces. Slightly 
quaint without being sweet, the ginghams of today 

are surprisingly timeless and versatile and are bridging 
into the plaids that are upcoming on the trend scene.

GIVE ME GINGHAM

Surya

Surya

Phillips Scott

AmericasMart.com       53

Kontex Lino Group

Spicher and Company

Dash & Albert

Bedford Collections
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STAINED 
GLASS
Colored glass and acrylic take the 
stage, effectively offering softer hints of 
color in unexpected places. Seaglass-
inspired shades are prominent, but the 
medium is adaptable to a range of hues 
and concentrations.

The Phillips Collection

Currey & Company

Global Views
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UMA

Ro Sham Beaux

Abbott

Surya

Zuo
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